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ABSTRACT 
 
The general objective of the study was to investigate factors affecting employee efficiency in the 
private sector. The specific objective of the study are to find out how, employee competence, 
employee commitment, employee motivation and employee training affect employee efficiency. 
The study is beneficial to the owners of the organization as it focused more light on areas that 
required more attention than before, other researchers and the industry as a whole.  
The research design adopted was descriptive research design. The sampling design used was 
stratified random sampling technique which enables the research to adhere to representation from 
various respondents that compromise the population. The target population for the study was 208 
employees; sample size was 50% of the target population and collected data shall be analyzed 
using both qualitative and quantitative methods. 
The study findings indicated that the four factors affect employee efficiency in the private sector 
in Kenya. In this regard it was found that the response in favor of competence was 93%, 
response in favor of loyalty was 78%, response in favor of motivation was 95% while the 
response in favor of training was 86%. From the study it was true that the four factors affect 
employee efficiency. It was recommended that the organization should ensure that the 
competence of the employees is high to enhance their efficiency. The organization should keep 
their staff loyal to be effective. The organization should have effective motivation techniques to 
ensure employee efficiency is maximized. Effective and thorough training should be provided to 
the employees to sharpen their efficiency 
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    OPERATIONAL DEFINITION OF TERMS 
 
Competence: It is the ability and skills to carry out duties effectively.  
 
Competence:  The ability to do something well, measured against a standard especially 
ability acquired through experience or training.  
 
Motivation: Motivation is defined as the cheer up to make an investment or personal 
sacrifice to strengthen a relationship and better the performance. 
Employee Training: Training is the process that enables to acquire new knowledge, learn new 
skill and perform tasks different and better than before
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CHAPTER ONE 
INTRODUCTION TO THE STUDY 
 
1.0 Introduction 
The research covers factors contributing to employee efficiency and more so the background of 
the study is presented  and the research problem statement given. It further cities objectives of 
the research and questions based on objectives. Eventually this chapter discusses the 
significance, limitations and the scope of the research. 
1.1 Background Information 
One of the important aspect of organization process is managing people. This was established 
from  the fact that the employees of a firm and the firm itself are synonymous. A well-managed 
business firm considers the average employees as the basic sources of its operation. These firms 
consider employees rather than the capital as the core foundation of the firm and contributors to 
organizations growth. To ensure the achievement of firm goals, the organization creates an 
environment of commitment and cooperation for the employees through policies that facilitates 
employee satisfaction. Employee satisfaction finds close links to highly motivated employees 
then develop loyalty  to the firm resulting to greater gains and lower turnover rates. Satisfaction 
on the other hand describes how contented an employee is, with his or her job.  
There is a variety of factors that can influence a person’s level of contentment; some of these  
include renumeration and benefits, the working conditions, leadership, relationships, and the job 
itself (Amable, 2007). 
Even with the spread out acceptance of the benefits of facilitating the relations between job 
efficiency and motivation in boosting organizational commitment, there are different views on 
the ways of achieving this. The initial strategy is to use increase in renumeration to connect job 
efficiency and motivation to organizational commitment. With the realization that this is not 
efficient to bring about motivation realized in job efficiency, other thoughts emerged giving 
particular interest to the training and skills development of personell, Herein also, several authors 
have established that training is most wide only in establishments which operate in developed 
market environments (Rowden & Conine, 2005; Sahinidis & Bouris, 2008). With view that this 
caters only for an aspect of employee management, a wider approach emerged that focused on 
the development of a given quality of employment life. This views that attaining motivation and 
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job efficiency to achieve organization commitment is not easy and reciprocates according to the 
context of individual firms, there are best practices within industries, it is up to the individual 
organizations to determine which strategies meet its needs and objectives. To establish the way 
those individuals develop and achieve organizational commitment through job satisfaction and 
motivation. 
The power to effectively reward has a big outcome on an organizations gain. This is as it 
influences team work and togetherness. The reward management if well developed, implements 
the reward strategies, means and ways required to boost the gains of the firms objectives by 
assisting to ensure that it has the right, competent and well set up and committed people it needs. 
(Armstrong, 2013).  
Nzure (2009) points out that in organizations, the way the workers are rewarded has a lot of 
impact on the success of that organization. His emphasis in the expectancy theory that the 
possibility to behave in a given design only depends on the power of looking forward that will be 
resulted by a certain result and on the aesthetic value of that outcome to the individuals hence 
this theory has three variables, namely performance which is the degree in which an individual 
thinks that he can do in a certain stage results to entertainment of expected result. People have 
different views hence what motivates one cannot motivate all. Efforts which refer to the thought 
possibility by the persons that giving certain dedication will lead to output of work. 
Attractiveness which is the important that the individual attaches on the potential outcome. This 
emphasis more on job satisfaction in promotion.  
Porter and Lower (2009) conducted a research and suggested that there is a link between the 
effort a person put into his work and satisfaction he gets from what he does while putting to 
maximum use each of the resources available to have the maximum output effeciently. In short 
the employees puts in effort to ascertain talk in order to achieve desired standard of performance 
produced efficiently that he receives some reward (promotion and performance) and rewards 
satisfies some on his needs .  
The prior creation of the HRM ideology is anchored on the correct use of employees, and to act 
with them as assets propelling to the achievement of a firm’s strategies and its objectives (Zhu, 
Warner & Rowley, 2007). HRM donates to generate great output work systems by connecting 
different persons in other units in the same firm (Brewster, 2007). Firms use the best HRM 
system to add their competitiveness by focusing in personel growth (Sutiyono, 2007). 
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Employee Performance is the desired accomplishment of jobs by a given employee or 
employees, as given and weighed by a person in charge, to pre-set allowed rates while efficiently 
and effectively using available assets within a changing atmosphere. Aguinis (2009) viewed that 
“the establishment of efficiency does not encompass the outcomes of an employee’s actions, but 
only the actions themselves. Efficiency is actions or norms employees do, not on what they come 
out with as of their work”. Thought out employee efficiency gives the overall aspect of the 
person about his actions and donations in the achievement of a firm.  
1.1.1 Profile of Scan Group 
Scan Group is an organization that gives a wholly set and netted range of advertising and 
communication tasks in the formerly advertising, media management, marketing consultancy, 
public relations and experiential marketing. Although all of its several target services are at the 
moment compressed into a single firm, for a more ease and efficiency, all Scan Group sub-
groups work independently with different lead structures setting room for the independence and 
confidentiality required in handling diverse client projects. 
Our vision is: “Our success demand sun wavering focused to the gains of our customers. We are 
strongly attentive and alert to our customers’ needs. We are active on being different and 
remaining above of the market. We partner with our clients to achieve high results.” 
The mission statement states that: “We know that your time is essential. At Scan Group, we own 
what it takes to ensure you realise great outcomes with the smallest amount of hassle. We give 
single source for an amazing range of top-quality, award-winning services. You spend less time 
coordinating, less time transferring files, less time duplicating your efforts. Whatever your 
digital, graphic and marketing communication needs, you can depend on Scan Group to be your 
partner from concept to success.” 
 
 
1.2 Statement of the Problem 
Many times it is hard to realise the expected efficiency in a firm perhaps due to the surroundings 
of the enterprise. The study of employee efficiency within the private sector has given off a high 
aspect of research desires in up to date employee rhelms globally and is an source of motivation 
factor for employee efficiency. An employee’s outputs is closely linked to the overall efficiency 
of his or her work deligated and is hence a valuable view that a firm must invest in. Employee 
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efficiency is an undisputed claim by all employees since for every function that employees 
perform towards realization of organizational objectives, their interest is to be efficient. 
Employee efficiency is thus every employee’s objective and a must requirement in their working 
life. It should hereby be noted in “importance of personell efficiency in the non public sector is a 
benchmark face of all round firms stability and gains. It is greatly in context that client 
contentment in turn drips into a firms gains. Scan Group is one such organization in the private 
sector that faces the problem of employee efficiency, this has led to poor performance in the 
organization way below the set goals and standards as per the organizations human resources 
department goals and objectives set to be achieved by the employees internally, this has led to 
the need to carry out the study so as to aid in resolving this problem faced by the organizations in 
the private sector. 
1.3. Objectives of the Study 
1.3.1 General Objectives 
A main focus of this research study is to assess the  factors affecting to employee efficiency in 
private sector. 
1.3.2 Specific Objectives 
a)To determine the effect of employee competence on employee efficiency in Scan Group. 
b)To assess the effect of employee loyalty on employee efficiency in Scan Group.  
c)To assess the effect of employee motivation on their efficiency in Scan Group. 
d)To fin out the effects of employee training on employee efficiency in Scan Group. 
 
1.4 Research Question 
a)What are the effects of employee competence on employee efficiency in Scan Group? 
b)How does employee loyalty affect employee efficiency in Scan Group?  
c)To what extend does employee motivation affect employee efficiency in Scan Group?  
d)How does employee training affect employee efficiency in Scan Group?  
1.5 Significance of the Study 
1.5.1 The Management of Scan Group 
The research will help the management of Scan Group to identify the most appropriate employee 
efficiency strategies for their employees that will enable them run their organization efficiently 
and effectively with minimal ground work as a majority of research will be covered here.  
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1.5.2 Other Researchers 
Other researchers will benefit from the use of the results from the study. They will be able to 
analyze the factors contributing to employee efficiency in private sector and find if they are 
effective and promoting peace and stability and work on other variables not researched here and 
find out more about this topic of study.  
1.5.3 Other similar organizations 
The result of the study could motivate other organizations as they would have found out the 
factors affecting the employee efficiency and implement strategies to effect this and enjoy a 
more positive organizational performance by a dedicated workforce which will in essence enable 
them work perfectly in accordance to their set goals and objectives. 
1.6 Scope of the Study 
The research study sets focus on factors affecting employee’s efficiency with reference to scan 
group which is located at Chancery building in Upper-Hill, NRB area. The target population 
expected for the study was 208 employees, which covered all levels of staff in the organization. 
The time frame was a three month period from June 2017 to September 2017.  
1.7 Summary 
In this chapter, the research being studied has been introduced in details, the background 
information discussed, the case study organization’s profile stated, statement of the problem 
established, objectives discussed and research questions established then a view of the 
significance and the scope of the study finally discussed. 
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CHAPTER TWO 
LITERATURE REVIEW 
 
2.0 Introduction 
In this chapter seeks, it to find out or determine what other writers have said about factors 
contributing to employee’s efficiency. This chapter seeks to go deeper and further to determine 
the contribution of employee’s competence, employee’s loyalty, employee’s commitment and 
training of employees as put up by other writers. This chapter covers review of theoretical 
literature, review of theoretical analytical literature and summary.  
2.1 Theoretical Literature Review 
This research will be founded on Fifty-Fifty Theory and Vroom’s Expectancy Theory that are 
herein discussed below; 
2.1.1 Fifty-Fifty Theory  
The fifty-fifty theory was established by John Adair as a factor of motivation that could affect a 
firms outcomes. From his thoughts fifty percent of motivation is a result of instrincts within a 
person and the other fifty percent is from the surrounding, mainly from people. This stand is not 
in effect to state the correct amounts, but it attempts to outline that, half of our motivation comes 
from inside us and half from an outside influence, that is, from our surrounding, particularly  the 
people around us. These connotations are opinions rather than mathematical and  may range 
from person to person. Among these outside issues the nature and quality of the leadership in 
place is of importance. Thereby the tough connection between leadership and motivation 
becomes important to establish personnel motivation. The Fifty-Fifty rule does have the 
importance of giving a reminder to the led pack that they have a very essential role to play for 
the gains or loses in the motivation of human resources at work. Gladly or sadly not all the 
chances are in their disposal, for they are in contact with persons who are self-motivating in 
different ranges. These are the barriers that face the HRM to consolidate personnel motivation 
with the work environment. (John 2007, 38-41). 
2.1.2 Vroom’s Expectancy Theory  
The ideology of the expectancy theory was initially created by Victor Vroom and was published 
in 1964.Victor Vroom intended an expectancy approach to the thoughts of motivation. As an 
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outcome, motivation is a result of the expected worth to an employee in an doing. He thought the 
weight that the person’s objectives would be fully done as an outcome of the expected worth in a 
doing. Thus the Vroom’ model is founded in proximity to the concepts of worth, expectancy and 
actions around. The idea of surrounding is on the full equation to motivation and could be 
reflected to be the algebraic sum of the outcomes of valences and expectations Thus,  
Motivation (force) = Valence x Expectancy 11  
Valence is the power of a persons preference for a final product. The power could be bad (fear 
down grade or taken to less worthy role) or good (thought of higher ranking). Expectancy is the 
possibility that a given behavior will result in a given product. If the person has a certain 
objective, given action must be resulted to fulfill that objective. The person has to look at the 
possibility of given actions that will result in the anticipated desires and go for the best  action. 
Thus the personnel motivation as per to Vroom may be discussed by giving different thoughts or 
by supporting the expectancy range by good communication and stating the definite benefit that 
will finalize. Vroom’s theory gives certainty in the interaction between the personnel and the 
firms objectives and realise the variance between persons in achieving work motivation. 
Moreover, this theory is general with the idea that a leader’s role is to establish a surrounding for 
performance, essentially considering the differences in given probabilities. Thus Vroom’s theory 
is quite constant with objective management. But, this theory is hard to study and is attacked 
with actualization hardships in its implementation. (Bose 2004, 152 - 153). 
 
2.2 Empirical Literature Review 
This section reviews the empirical aspect of the research and covers them as below; 
2.2.1 Employee Competence and Efficiency 
Employee competency is the capacity of an individual to play out an occupation legitimately and 
with efficiency to enhance organizational performance. An ability is an arrangement of 
characterized practices that give an organized guide empowering the assessment and 
advancement of the practices in singular representatives. A few researchers consider "fitness" to 
be a blend of information that focuses on increased efficiency, aptitudes and conduct used to 
enhance execution or as the state or nature of being enough or all around qualified, being able to 
play out a particular part. For example administration competency may incorporate frameworks 
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considering and passionate knowledge and abilities in impact and transactions as established in 
(McClelland, 2012). Competency is likewise utilized as more broad portrayal of the necessities 
of people in association and groups. Competency is now and then idea of as being appeared in 
real life in a circumstance on setting that may be diverse whenever a man needs to act with 
efficiency in an organizations dimension within their scope.  
Lundberg (2010) In his study found out that in crises, competent employees may respond to a 
circumstance efficiently following practices they have beforehand found to succeed. To be able, 
an employee should have the capacity to decipher the circumstance in the unique situation and to 
have a collection of conceivable moves to make and have prepared in the conceivable activities 
in the collection, if this is pertinent paying little respect to preparing competency would develop 
through involvement and the degree of a person to learn and adjust efficiently .   
As found by Baytzis (2011), the procedure of efficient competency advancement is a deep rooted 
arrangement of doing and reflecting as capabilities to professions and also occupations, long 
lasting competency improvement is connected with self-awareness as administration idea. Also, 
it requires an extraordinary domain where the efficiency standards are essential to keeping in 
mind the end goal to present learners, yet employees at a further developed level of contending 
will methodically break the parts of the circumstances requires it. This condition is 
synonymously portrayed utilizing terms, for example, learning association, information creation 
self-sorting out and strengthening. Inside a particular association or expert group, proficient skill 
is oftentimes esteemed. They are normally similar capabilities that must be exhibited in a 
prospective employee meeting that will therein elude to there efficiency. In any case, today there 
is another method for taking a gander at it. That there are general zones of word related 
competency required to hold a post of win an advancement for all associations and groups there 
is resource of essential assignments that skilled employees need to add to constantly.  
As studied by Kaplan (2012), the best administration efficiency needs calculated abilities 
keeping in mind the end goal to see the association as they are utilized as a part of arranging and 
manage thoughts and reflection. Chiefs require specialized abilities to deal with the region of 
claim to fame administration require human aptitudes at all levels in the association keeping in 
mind the end goal to communicate with the workers and outside clients effectively. Among the 
most basic assignment of a chief and the determination, preparing and advancement of human 
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asset, which will best enable the association to meet its objectives without capability employees 
at the administration level and surely at all levels. Associations will either seek after wrong 
objectives or discover it to accomplish the coveted objectives.  
Lasers-faire (free rule) this style sets no guidelines and controls and every individual is in charge 
of exercises embraced. However the style is appropriate for develop, understanding yet for the 
most part dedicated employees and accommodates innovativeness, diligent work and self 
satisfaction. Then again, this style may need to disorder and turmoil as everybody does what 
satisfies him or her. The administration may lose control the establishment to the inconvenience 
of giving quality products and ventures. Popularity based this style gets thoughts and conclusions 
from specialists. It includes the staff and other applicable investors during the time spent basic 
leadership, choices are come to after counsel inside the system of the mission and targets of 
organizations. Occupation intrigue is advanced and staff assurance is supported. Possibility in 
this style the administration responds to issue in various courses as per the current circumstance. 
This is a situational way to deal with administration. It underlies that there is no particularly 
outlined approach to confronting circumstances since they accompany diverse greatness. In 
accordance with this (Alien, 2006). in his study said that great administrators can utilize 
whichever approach their conditions direct. He additionally stated, "to complete their 
administration exercises effectively, supervisors should deplete on a particular arrangement of 
aptitudes, some of these they as of now gangs, others can be increased through instruction and 
preparing."  
Surveying and assessing execution of a person through a competency-based examination 
framework and giving open doors in light of the competency demonstrate is fundamental in an 
association enlistment established (Egodigive, 2006). From a HR keen and plans of action, the 
competency model can be utilized to help employees in efficiently climbing or in an association 
or industry to profit and association.  
In context to job ethics, human resource competence is considered a benficial predictor. As per  
Giardino and Pearce (1993, [in the study of Sunthonkanokpong & Jitgarun, 2006]), main 
competence is a ideal focused and straight circumstance that grows work discipline within a firn. 
This ideology is of a view in the literature that can be described as strong ethics that is greatly 
implemented in private sector. It states the means that a non performer requires rehabilitation.  
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Ascertained ethics give suggestion to correlations among personnel and their leaders is the centre 
of work ethics in relatively all firms. Certainly, the change of competency and efficiency in 
relational view in the last three decades has been factual to be a important tool in a wide ray of a 
firms functions. This view was acquired from the thought of “a strive for point on in a firm  
strengthens the need for indebthness in the bility and skills of the employees that generate or 
establish effectiveness” (Boyatzis, 2009; p. 749). Draganidis and Mentzas (2009) established 
some core views on competency-based means that has been steered by firms: (1) it gives 
realisation of talents, competence, actions and abilities required to attain given criteria that are in 
line with the firms objectives and priorities; (2) it looks into in getting rid of competency gaps in  
certain instances, work needs or enterprise concepts identified. It is essential to conceptualise 
that the idea of competency-based HRM have certainly been actioned in bigfirms corporations 
(Boyatzis, 2009) as studied. 
2.2.2 Employee Loyalty and Efficiency 
As found by Barren (2010) numerous HR masters are worker fulfillment as a fundamental worry 
of the present bosses. One way a business can hold key worker's is by offering inventive other 
options to standard HR benefits that better meet representative expert and individual needs extra 
time, organizations have expanded. The level of HR bolster they give their representatives. 
Previously, workers who had medical coverage and any sort of retirement design viewed 
themselves as lucky and pledged their loyalty by offering efficient services to their employer. 
How business offer an assortment of advantages that go a long ways past essential human 
services and retirement. In the present workforce representatives can expect included or 
supplement medical advantages that can incorporate dental, vision chiropractic and worker's help 
programs and in addition arrangement of retirement programs that give a large number of 
choices for adjusting the plans to meet a worker's particular needs. The possibility of option 
benefits has additionally extended to incorporate an assortment of pens from adaptable booking 
to working from home choices. The rundown of normal option benefits incorporates the 
accompanying:-  
Despite whether you run independent venture with a modest bunch of representative's or an 
enterprise that utilizes thousands one or your most prominent resources will be reliability and 
position of your workers to your organization. Notwithstanding, worker faithfulness is not 
something that will persevere through unless there are some particular endeavors made to keep it 
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alive and flourishing that will in turn reflect in the efficiency of their services to the organization. 
Here are a couple of thoughts on how you can move and develop worker's efficiency in your 
organization. One of the most straightforward things you do to support representatives. Devotion 
is urging appreciation to reach and each individual who is a piece of your association. Everybody 
likes to be in a situation where he feels as though he is esteemed for his identity and what he 
conveys to the table. Such easily overlooked details as recalling individuals' names or pausing 
for a minute to listen needs five minutes of your circumstances comes way. Recognize nearness 
of your representative's with a little and gesture as you stroll through a division is another basic 
yet expressive signal that says "I know you're here and I value your quality." Take time to grow 
great worker's relations amongst you and the individuals who were for you studied (Berrien, 
2013).  
Titus (2012), found out that recognizing representatives faithfulness in a few behavior, likewise 
cultivates proceeded with commitment and efficiency to the organization. Make a major ordeal 
when somebody has remained loyal for long. Let everybody think about the representatives who 
rescue a customer relationship a week ago. Always remember to state "thank you" and I 
acknowledge what you convey to this organization and be talk about it is generally simple to 
state "I welcome you" yet it sends a substantially more grounded message when you can refer to 
the correct purpose behind your appreciation. Demonstrating your thankfulness for individuals 
builds representative confidence individuals who like working for other people who perceive the 
diligent work being finished.  
Individuals are their best when they have commitments to themselves as well as to other 
individuals too. Individuals do their best work when they recognize themselves as a major aspect 
of a group or task. "Rossi echoes this sensibility: for me, the administration an undertaking" 
"Rossi echoes this sensibility: for me, the administration an organization gives should by one 
means or another be helpful to the representatives and group around it. I have to comprehend 
what organization objectives are and I have to share that vision. "Truth be told, the absolute most 
steadfast representatives are those whose organization orchestrated working circumstances to 
oblige exceptionally solid. Loyalties, for example, family or athletic attempts. Indeed, even an 
organization has little mission to discuss can increase extraordinary devotion from 
representatives by facilitating the workers singular mission. Among the Microsoft followers for 
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e.g. are the individuals who depend on its remarkable protection scope for kids with extreme 
introvertedness  as established in (Terry, 2005). 
Clarke (2006) established loyalty and employees‘ output in British firm in the departments and 
realised that loyalty is possible to take an important aspect in aspect with initial performance. It 
was realised that, basically, an affective and informative ways of loyalty have important result on 
employee performance. Affective loyalty is nicely connected to employee performance. The 
outcome that states commitment was poorly linked to employee performance views that the link 
between loyalty and output within organizations is bent. 
A study by Dixit and Bhati (2012) found that the Employees loyalty levels were greatly 
associated with leveled output in an high skilled firms. They reported good relationships.  
2.2.3 Motivation and Efficiency 
As per Nicastro (2010) in his exploration, actualizing the privilege motivational systems could be 
more troublesome than anticipated. He states during the time spent re-setting up inspiration 
ideas, it might be contemporary to grant An, and suspect for B, while in the workmanship, 
increase negative outcomes that can influence effectiveness goals. Prizes can likewise be sorted 
out as extraneous or characteristic. Outward rewards are outer to the individual; for instance, 
acclaim or cash. Natural prizes are interior to the individual; for instance, improvement or a 
sentiment achievement. A few creators recognize two types of natural inspiration: one in view of 
delight, the other on commitment. In this specific situation, commitment alludes to inspiration in 
light of what an individual thinks should be finished. For example, a sentiment duty regarding a 
mission may prompt helping other people past what is effectively noticeable, remunerated, or 
fun. Inspiration is the arrangement of reasons that decides one to take part in a specific conduct. 
Inspiration can however be incredible in reference to productivity if there is inclusion of a 
motivation. On motivating forces, are remunerate, substantial or impalpable, is introduced after 
the event of an activity (i.e. conduct) with the plan to make the conduct happen once more. This 
is finished by partner positive importance to the conduct. Studies demonstrate that if the 
individual gets the reward promptly, the impact would be more prominent, and abatements as 
span protracts. Tedious activity remunerate blend can make the activity progress toward 
becoming propensity. Inspiration originates from two things: you, and other individuals. There is 
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extraneous inspiration, which originates from others, and natural inspiration, which originates 
from inside as in the investigation of (Nicastro, 2012). 
In learning sharing groups and associations, individuals regularly refer to philanthropic purposes 
behind their investment, including adding to a typical decent, an ethical commitment to the 
gathering, mentorship or 'giving back'. In workplaces, cash may give a more capable outward 
factor than the inborn inspiration gave by a charming work environment. As far as games, 
inherent inspiration is the inspiration that originates from inside the entertainer. That is, the 
competitor goes after the affection for the game. Outward inspiration originates from outside of 
the entertainer. Cash is the most evident case, however intimidation and risk of discipline are 
likewise normal extraneous inspirations. In sports, the group may give a shout out to the 
entertainer, and this spurs him or her to do well. Trophies are additionally outward motivating 
forces. Rivalry is regularly extraneous in light of the fact that it urges the entertainer to win and 
beat others, not to appreciate the characteristic prizes of the action as found in (Heresy, 2011). 
Edward (2006) studied that there is unconscious motivation. Some psychologists believe that a 
significant portion of human behavior is energized and directed by unconscious motives. 
According to Maslow, Psychoanalysis has often demonstrated that the relationship between a 
conscious desire and the ultimate unconscious aim that underlies it need not be at all direct. In 
other words, stated motives do not always match those inferred by skilled observers. For 
example, it is possible that a person can be accident-prone because he has an unconscious desire 
to hurt himself and not because he is careless or ignorant of the safety rules. Similarly, some 
overweight people are not hungry at all for food but for attention and love. Eating is merely a 
defensive reaction to lack of attention. Some workers damage more equipment than others do 
because they harbor unconscious feelings of aggression toward authority figures.  
Outward inspiration what is done to or for the general population to propel them, this 
incorporates, rewards, for example, expanded pay, acclaim or advancement, and discipline, for 
example, disciplinary activity, withholding pay or feedback. The administrations are to look out 
on the inspiration issues and set the structure which will enable the workers to persuade 
themselves and build up a method for propelling them. Inspiration hypotheses. Ways to deal with 
inspiration are underpowered by inspiration hypothesis, the most powerful speculations are 
Instrumentality hypothesis, which expresses that under prizes or disciplines, fills in as the 
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methods for guaranteeing that individuals carry on or act desiredly. Content hypothesis which 
concentrates on the substance of inspiration. It expresses that inspiration is basically about 
making a move to fulfill needs and recognizes the primary needs that impact conduct require 
hypothesis was examined by Edward (2014) that recorded needs which they named satisfiers and 
are a connection in ponders that attention on worker productivity in connection to inspiration. 
Motivation can however be extraordinary if there is inclusion of a motivation. On motivators, 
Are remunerate, unmistakable or impalpable, is introduced after the event of an activity (i.e. 
conduct) with the expectation to make the conduct happen once more. This is finished by partner 
positive importance to the conduct. Studies demonstrate that if the individual gets the reward 
quickly, the impact would be more prominent, and reductions as span stretches. Dreary activity 
compensate blend can make the activity move toward becoming propensity. Inspiration 
originates from two things: you, and other individuals. Oblivious thought processes add to the 
perils of translating human conduct and, to the degree that they are available, entangle the life of 
the head. Then again, learning that oblivious thought processes exist can prompt a more cautious 
evaluation of behavioral issues. Albeit couple of contemporary clinicians prevent the presence 
from securing oblivious components, many do trust that these are enacted just in the midst of 
nervousness and push, and that in the normal course of occasions, human conduct from the 
subject's perspective is objectively intentional as in the investigation of(Drucker, 2015). 
In learning sharing groups and associations, individuals regularly refer to unselfish explanations 
behind their support, including adding to a typical decent, an ethical commitment to the 
gathering, mentorship or 'giving back'. In workplaces, cash may give a more capable outward 
factor than the inherent inspiration gave by a pleasant work environment. As far as games, 
inborn inspiration is the inspiration that originates from inside the entertainer. Heresy, (2011) 
found that outward inspiration originates from outside of the entertainer. Cash is the most 
evident case, however pressure and danger of discipline are likewise regular outward 
inspirations. In sports, the group may applaud the entertainer, and this persuades him or her to do 
well. Trophies are additionally extraneous motivators. Rivalry is frequently outward in light of 
the fact that it urges the entertainer to win and beat others, not to appreciate the inherent prizes of 
the movement.  
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Edward (2016) established that there is oblivious inspiration. A few therapists trust that a huge 
part of human conduct is invigorated and coordinated by oblivious thought processes. As 
indicated by Maslow, Psychoanalysis has regularly exhibited that the connection between a 
cognizant want and a definitive oblivious point that underlies it require not be at all immediate. 
As such, expressed thought processes don't generally coordinate those deduced by gifted 
eyewitnesses. For instance, it is conceivable that a man can be clumsy in light of the fact that he 
wants to hurt himself and not on the grounds that he is imprudent or unmindful of the security 
rules. Correspondingly, some overweight individuals are not ravenous at all for sustenance but 
rather for consideration and love. Eating is just a protective response to absence of consideration. 
In data sharing gatherings and affiliations, people routinely allude to big-hearted purposes behind 
their collaboration, including adding to a run of the mill OK, a moral responsibility in social 
occasion, mentorship or 'giving back'. In work environments, money may give a more proficient 
outward factor than the trademark motivation gave by an enchanting workplace. Regarding 
sports, inherent inspiration is the inspiration that originates from inside the entertainer. That is, 
the competitor seeks the adoration for the game. Outward inspiration originates from outside of 
the entertainer. Cash is the most evident illustration, yet and risk of discipline are additionally 
normal outward inspirations. In sports, the group may root for the entertainer, and this inspires 
him or her to do well. Trophies are likewise outward motivations. Rivalry is regularly extraneous 
in light of the fact that it urges the entertainer to win and beat others, not to appreciate the 
inherent prizes of the action (Bandura's, 2002).  
Accordingly, administration must realize what precisely empowers their staff so assets are not 
misallocated and disappointment creates among representatives examines (Jobber, 2004). As 
Green (2000) has set up inspiration to be proactive in the feeling of; in managing representatives 
who are superior workers, inspiration is fundamental, generally their execution will decrease or 
they will essentially leave the activity. While managing low entertainers, inspiration is an 
essential; generally these representatives will drag comes about down, bring down efficiency and 
surely would not leave the association, as they will have no place else to go.  
A roused workforce is fundamental in light of the fact that the entire investment of 
representatives will absolutely drive the gainfulness of the association as concentrated in 
(Carlsen, 2003) and Darmon (1974) they trust inspiration is the teaching of workers to channel 
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their endeavors towards hierarchical exercises and in this manner expanding the execution of the 
said limit spreading over parts. 
2.2.4 Employee Training and Efficiency 
According to Walter (2014), he found that to maintain a productive and motivated workforce 
training is of great importance. Burning out and rapid changes in methods of production and 
technology raises the need for a continuous training to have its reflection in employee efficiency. 
This will help in updating the workers, improving their working morale and sharpening their 
working skills which gives their efficiency levels a hike. Training is the process that enables to 
acquire new knowledge, learn new skill and perform tasks different and better than before. Its 
objectives are to teach employees how to perform particular activities or a specific job. The 
smooth and efficient running of any organization depends directly on how well employees are 
equipped with relevant skills. New employees will need some form of training before taking up 
their jobs while older employees will need some training to keep them abased of technology 
department. Therefore employees must be from time to time trained to perform better in their 
present positions and to prepare them for possible transfer, promotion and introduction of new 
technology and ways of doing things with efficient asset utilization. 
Robbins (2005) built up that representative preparing is a learning background; it looks for a 
relations perpetual change in workers that enhances work execution. Subsequently preparing 
includes changing in abilities, learning disposition towards their employments, collaborators, 
supervisors and the association. It has been assessed for example that us business firms along 
burn through billions of dollars every year on formal course and preparing projects to create 
specialists aptitude directors.  
The powerful working of the association requires that the representatives figure out how to play 
out their employments at attractive level of productivity. A viable association wishes to have 
among his positions people who are fit the bill to acknowledge expanding obligations. In spite of 
the fact that the reality of the matter is that impromptu learning through occupation encounter 
helps improvement, the experience of most association is that it is beneficial to design an orderly 
preparing projects of different sorts as a customary piece of a sufficient self-improvement 
program, such projects are distinct resources in assisting administrators to learn present place of 
employment strategies with achieving a tasteful level of employment execution and to get 
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abilities that would be important in position future employments. Mark (2004) in his study found 
that contemporary enlightened training practices faces a substantially more developed approach 
than the provisions of the classic systematic training cycle learners are at the heart of such 
practices rather than administrative efficiency. Trainers have the responsibility develop 
knowledge behaviors and attitudes in people. The role of training in positive) intervening in this 
relationship may be debatable, but knowledge behavior and attitude can be learned and HRM is 
arguably a more appropriate frame of mind to adopt. 
It is indicated by John (2003) in his study, tdrizzling and advancement are forms that endeavor to 
give a worker data abilities and comprehension of the association and its objectives. What's 
more, preparing and improvement are intended to enable a man to keep on waking a positive 
commitment in type of good execution introduction is intended to begin the representative. 
Toward a path that is perfect with the organizations' central goal objective and culture. Before 
preparing happens in a few firms a worker continues through an introduction to realize what that 
association remains for and the kind of work he or she is relied upon to perform. Preparing 
esteems are at the bleeding edge or expert market instruction and preparing changes in the North.  
As Reynolds (2014), call attention to in his investigation, preparing has a correlative part to play 
in quickening learning. It ought to be saved for circumstances that legitimize a more coordinated, 
mastery approach instead of survey it as exhaustive and all unavoidable individuals improvement 
arrangement. He likewise remarked that the ordinary preparing model tends to underline subject 
information, instead of attempting to manufacture center learning capacities. It has been 
contended by Reynolds (2004), that the exchange of mastery by outside master is gambling since 
their plan is regularly expelled from the setting in which work is made. This is a crucial issue and 
applies similarly to inside run instructional class where what has been educated can be 
troublesome for individuals to in the completely extraordinary conditions in their work put.  
Robbins (2005) says specialist planning is a learning foundation; it searches for a relations 
enduring change in agents that improves work execution. Along these lines planning 
incorporates changing in capacities, learning perspective towards their businesses, partners, 
directors and the affiliation. It has been assessed for instance that us business firms along 
consume through billions of dollars consistently on formal course and getting ready ventures to 
make pros mastery boss. 
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It is found out by John (2013) that preparation and improvement are forms that endeavor to give 
a worker data aptitudes and comprehension of the association and its objectives. Also, preparing 
and improvement are intended to enable a man to keep on waking a positive commitment in type 
of good execution introduction is intended to begin the worker. Toward a path that is perfect 
with the organizations' main goal objective and culture. Before preparing happens in a few firms 
a worker continues through an introduction to realize what that association remains for and the 
kind of work he or she is required to perform. Preparing esteems are at the bleeding edge or ace 
market instruction and preparing changes in the North.  
Existing writing presents confirmation of a presence of evident impacts of preparing and 
advancement on representative execution. As per Wright and Geroy (2001) noticed that 
representative capabilities change through powerful preparing programs. Preparing has been 
demonstrated to create execution change related advantages for the representative and for the 
association by decidedly impacting worker execution through the improvement of worker 
learning, aptitudes, capacity, abilities and conduct (Appiah 2010; Harrison 2000; Guest 1997).  
The greater part of chiefs offer preparing to their representatives for three principle purposes 
(Belcourt, Wright and Saks, 2000), which are (1) to expand profitability or the execution of 
workers; (2) to accomplish authoritative objectives; and (3) to put resources into workers to 
prevail in the eccentric and turbulent business condition. There are 3 most imperative sorts of 
preparing: preparing needs appraisal (TNA), preparing substance and conveyance approaches, at 
work preparing (OJT). 
2.3 Summary and Research gaps 
Competency in regards to employee efficiency is the basic most piece of a representative's 
capacity to play out the obligations appointed to them. While improving worker's ability, 
administration should remember the long haul see as they make each stride, this is for the way 
that representatives capability is straightforwardly relative to worker effectiveness and thus in 
this, the authoritative execution record scale.  
Representative unwarinesses is most basic as it decides the period of time the association will 
hold its workers to decrease on turn-over and increase employee efficiency. This can guarantee 
that the abilities learnt are used well and productively by the workers this ought to however not 
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be set in just in perspective of the representative commitment yet in addition that the 
administration has a most basic impact in acknowledgment of this from their connection to their 
workers. Inspiration can be awesome if there is association of a motivator. On motivations, 
Areward, substantial or impalpable, is introduced after the event of an activity (i.e. conduct) with 
the purpose to make the conduct happen once more. This is finished by partner positive 
importance to the conduct and a boost to task efficiency.  
Representatives preparing parts to enhance aptitudes or add to the current level of learning so the 
worker is all around prepared to do his present employment with efficient preposition, or to set 
him up for higher position with expanded obligation. In any case, singular development is not an 
end in itself authoritative development ought to be coincided with singular development. The 
powerful working of the association requires that representatives figure out how to play out their 
employments at an agreeable level of capability. 
2.4 Conceptual Framework 
The main variable are: employee competence, employee loyalty, employee commitment and 
training of employees, they will be examined in relation to how they contribute the overall 
performance of workforce within the organization.  
Figure 2.1: Conceptual Framework 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Source: Author (2017) 
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2.5 Operationalization of Variables 
2.5.1 Employee Competence 
Competence is something procured additional time with any blend of instruction, preparing and 
encounter. It might be a specialized aptitude, for example, accounting or PC education. Or, on 
the other hand ability might be a transferable aptitude, for example, critical thinking, tuning in or 
correspondence. Fitness can be shown and seen in the way representatives handle their 
obligations, in this manner better effectiveness. 
2.5.2 Employee Loyalty 
For one, offer your employee’s sufficient opportunities for development. If employees feel that 
your organization is willing to invest in their future. They will turn out to be more loyal to your 
organization, thus leading to better efficiency. 
2.5.3 Employee Motivation 
Motivation is the process of putting encouragement to employees by doing something good 
which may mean going an extra mile of your rewarding of the employee so as to ensure that the 
employee feels encouraged to work effectively to the set targets. By motivating workers it means 
increasing organizational performance. 
2.5.4 Training of Employee 
Training is through improving performance in their current jobs and equipping them for more 
demanding roles in connection to employee efficiency which is analysis of employee past 
success, failure and their suitability for promotion by isuing promotion system based on 
competence or boast mode in order to enhance work sustainability.  
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CHAPTER THREE 
RESEARCH METHODOLOGY AND DESIGN 
3.0 Introduction 
This study is aimed at giving a review to approach and methodology that was adopted in data 
collection, the size and composition of the target group and data analysis. Herein is an overview 
of the chapter introduction, investigate configuration, target populace, test plan and structure, 
instruments, pilot consider, legitimacy, unwavering quality test, information accumulation 
system, information analysis and presentation, ethical considerations and chapter summary.  
3.1 Research Design 
According to Grove (2003), inquire about plan is the framework design or plan that is utilized to 
create answers to the examination issue. It is fundamentally the arrangement and structure of 
examination. Illustrative research configuration will be utilized as a part of the examination. 
Elucidating research tries to set up factors related with specific events, results, conditions or sorts 
of conduct. Clear research is a logical strategies for examination in which information is 
gathered and broke down keeping in mind the end goal to depict the flow conditions, terms or 
relations concerning a problem. This design involved describing of the relationship concerning a 
problem. This design involved describing of the characteristics of a particular pronominal by 
seeking an answer to question like what, when and how, Zikmund (2000), and therefore the 
research considered it to be the most appropriate design to determining factors that contribute to 
employee efficiency in private sector. 
3.2 Target Population 
According to Ogula, (2005), a populace alludes to any gathering of establishments, individuals or 
articles that have normal qualities. The objective populace for the examination was 208 
representatives of Scan Group as appeared in table 3.1 
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Table 3.1 Target Population 
Category Target population Percentage 
Top management 2 1 
Middle level management 8 4 
Support staff 198 95 
Total 208 100 
3.3 Sample and Sampling Technique. 
Concurring, Kuul (2004), Sampling is the procedure by which a moderately modest number of 
individual, protest or occasion chose and investigated with a specific end goal to discover 
something about the whole populace from which it was chosen.  
A sample is a little extent of focused populace chose utilizing some precise number from a firm. 
The examination will utilize stratified arbitrary testing since it empowers speculation of a bigger 
populace with a margin of error that was statistically determinable and also gave the employee 
equal opportunity to participate (Mugenda & Mugenda 2003). Therefore the research considered 
a sample size 50% of the target population selected.  
Table 3.2 Sample Size 
Category Target Population Sample Size Percentage 
Top management 2 1 1 
Middle management 8 4 4 
Support staff 198 99 95 
Total 208 104 100 
3.4 Data Collection Instruments 
Primary source of data for the study was collected using semi-structured questionnaires that were 
delivered to the respondents. The surveys contained open finished and shut finished inquiries that 
allowed appropriate flexibility of the respondents as well as restricting them in some particular 
circumstances. The rationale of using questionnaire for collecting data was that most employees 
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in Scan Group were literate and thus they could not have any problem in answering the written 
questions. On the other hand employees who work at the organization were usually very busy 
and therefore it would have been uneconomical and time consuming to trace respondents for 
interviews. The questionnaire for this study was developed in relation to the objects of the study. 
In this case it contained various parts namely, management competence, employee loyalty, 
commitment and employees morale in relation to non-financial rewards of employee efficiency 
in Scan Group.  
3.5 Pilot Study 
This is a sample examination of the tools of data collection to test on their efficiency on the 
intended purpose and whether they answer the questions being looked into. The study used 10% 
of the target population as this will give a glimpse into what the eventual output will most 
probably turn out as but the same percentage shall not be used thereafter in conducting the final 
study as in the study of Mugubi, (2017). 
3.5.1 Validity   
Validity is the genuine estimation of the wonders, the examination hope to gauge in this 
exploration. Research instruments were pre-tried to build the legitimacy of the reactions. 
Mugenda and Mugenda (2003) recommend that pre testing enables blunders to be found and also 
going about as an instrument for preparing an examination group before the real accumulations 
of information starts. Because of pilot test, an adjustment in word and determination was made to 
the poll. The information gathered was consequently provide guidance on whether the 
instruments are legitimate. The test-retest strategy was utilized to set up this.  
3.5.2 Reliability test  
The examination collaborators were prepared before taking part in the investigation. Normal 
cross checking, investigation and examining of data on inquire about instrument was done to 
guarantee precision, significance, culmination, consistency, pertinence consistency of 
information gathering to upgrade dependability.  
3.6 Data Collection Procedures  
Information was gathered by utilization of polls which will be appropriated to the objective 
populace at that point gathered later when completely replied after a time of approximately three 
days from the particular head units through the human asset office of the association.  
3.7 Data Analysis and Presentation  
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Information gathered was broken down utilizing subjective and quantitative strategy. The 
information was then displayed utilizing different measurable apparatuses, for example, tables, 
figures, rates and frequencies. Information gathered through the polls were then altered and 
coded for examination. It was broken down quantitatively and subjectively. Quantitative 
information was investigated using distinct insights. The discoveries were then introduced 
through the assistance of smaller scale delicate Excel bundle. 
3.8 Ethical consideration 
3.8.1 Informed Consent 
The ethical considerations adhered to in this practice covered areas that ensured the target 
population is fully informed on their expectations to ensure they gave consent to what would be 
put down on the questionnaire 
3.8.2 Voluntary Participation 
Voluntary participation is a personal will to participate in the process without influence or 
direction from a different party to compulsorily participate in an event or activity. The volunteers 
to answer the questionnaires will be asked to do so at free will without influence from other 
sources outside them. 
3.8.3 Confidentiality 
Confidentiality directs that any information acquired is kept between only the participating 
individuals and not disclosed elsewhere. The information gathered will not be shared to other 
sources but is strictly to be used so as to solely achieve the purpose of this study.  
3.8.4 Privacy 
This is an ethical requirement that any person participating in research is entitled not to have 
their rights to self space and information or particulars they don’t want released remain as so. 
Personal attributes and contributions will herein not be shared out. 
3.8.5 Anonymity 
Participants are to have the information given not linked to them in either way s as not to have 
any harassment or any action in regards to this activity acted against them. The identity of the 
volunteers to answer will not be revealed and what their feelings were in regards to the given 
variables. 
 
3.9 Chapter Summary 
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In this chapter, the research design adopted and methodology used in data collection, sampling, 
analysis has clearly been discussed and also measured to ensure the transparency, confidentiality, 
effectiveness and efficiency of the data collection and all relevant procedures therein.  
CHAPTER FOUR 
DATA ANALYSIS, PRESENTATION AND INTERPRETATION OF FINDINGS 
4.0 Introduction 
This chapter analyses the findings, interprets and presents data in line with the objectives of the 
study. The data obtained is presented in tabular form, percentages and in descriptive statistics 
such as tables and figures, the chapter is further sub divided into several sections that are 
pertinent to the subjects under the study. 
4.1 Presentation of Findings 
4.1.1 Response Rate 
The analysis of the response rate was as follows:- 
Table 4.1: Response Rate 
Response Rate Frequency Percentage 
Response 72 70 
Non response 32 30 
Total 104 100 
 
Figure 4.1.: Response Rate 
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As illustrated in table 4.1 and figure 4.1, indicates how the sampled respondents which 
successfully filled and completed the questionnaires to the required satisfaction of the research 
were 43, which comprised 70% while 8 comprising 30% of the respondents did not participate 
effectively. Based on the analysis it can be conducted that the response rate was reliable to be 
used in the final study Mugubi (2017) 
4.1.2 Gender 
Table 4.2: Gender 
Gender Frequency Percentage 
Male 31 44 
Female 41 56 
Total 72 100 
 
 
 
Figure 4.2: Gender 
44%
56% Male
Female
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Table 4.2 and figure 4.2 is an indication of the gender in the organization. The total number of 
male respondents was 44% while the number of female respondents was 56%, which was higher 
than the number of male respondents. 
4.1.3 Age of the Respondent 
The analysis of the age of the respondents was as follows; 
Table 4.3: Age of Respondent 
Age Category Frequency Percentage 
Below 30 yrs 18 26 
31 - 40 yrs 38 53 
41 - 51 yrs 13 17 
Over 50 yrs 3 5 
Total 72 100 
 
Figure 4.3: Age of the Respondent 
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According to table 4.3 and figure 4.3, 26% of the respondents were of the age bracket below 31-
40, 53% were between the ages of 31-40, while 16% were between the ages of 41-50, and 5% 
were of the age bracket over 50. Based on the study it can be inferred that majority of the 
respondents were between the age of 31-40. 
4.1.4 Years of Experience 
Table 4.4: Years of Experience 
Years of Experience Frequency Percentage 
Below 5 yrs 4 5 
6 - 10 yrs 11 16 
11 - 15 yrs 32 44 
16yrs and above 25 35 
Total 72 100 
 
Figure 4.4: Years of Experience 
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Table 4.4 and figure 4.4 above shows the analysis of year of experience. based on the findings 
5% of the total respondents have working experience of 5 years, 16% of the respondents have 
worked for a period of between 6-10 years, 44% of the respondents have worked for a period of 
11 - 15 years, 35% of the respondents have worked for over 16 years. This leads to the 
conclusion that majority of the respondents have worked in the organization for a period of 6-10 
years. 
4.1.5 Highest Level of Education 
From the analysis of the education level of respondents the finding were as follows; 
Table 4.5: Highest Level of Education 
Level of Education Frequency Percentage 
Secondary Level 12 16 
Diploma 22 30 
Degree 29 40 
Masters 6 9 
PhD 3 5 
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Total 72 100 
 
Figure 4.5: Highest Level of Education 
 
Table 4.5 and figure 4.5 shows the level of education of various respondents. According to the 
table, 40% of respondents were degree graduates, 30% were diploma graduates, 16% secondary 
level while masters were 9% and PhD were 5%. Majority of the respondents were not degree 
holders. This implies high literary level. 
4.1.6 Employee Competence 
On whether competence affected the employee efficiency in Scan Group; 
Table 4.6: Employee Competence 
Category Frequency Percentage 
Yes 67 93 
No 5 7 
Total 72 100 
 
Figure 4.6: Employee Competence 
 
Table 4.6 and figure 4.6 represents the response on whether the presence of existing employee 
competence is affecting employee efficiency in Scan Group. From the respondents, 93% of them 
said employees competence affected employee efficiency, 7% of them said employee 
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competence has not affected them, this shows that employee competence has effects, thus, 
practicing of better employee competence is highly needed. 
4.1.7 Extent on the effects of employee competence on employees’ efficiency 
Table 4.7: Extent on the effect of employee competence on employees’ efficiency 
Category Frequency Percentage 
High extent 17 23 
Moderate 34 47 
Low extent 21 30 
Total 72 100 
 
Figure 4.7: Extent on the effect of employee competence on employees’ efficiency 
 
Table 4.7 and figure 4.7 presents the findings on the extent of the effects of employee 
competence on their efficiency in Scan Group, according to the ratings, 23% of the respondents 
rated high extent, 47% of them rated moderate extent and 30% of them said low extent. The 
decision based on majority of respondents, it was established that employee competence affected 
on their efficiency to a moderate extent, there was need to ensure that the best “management 
practice” is observed for reasonably improved employee competence. 
4.1.8 Employee Loyalty 
On whether employee loyalty affects employee efficiency in Scan Group, the respondents 
indicated the following. 
Table 4.8: Effects of Employee Loyalty on employee Efficiency 
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Category Frequency Percentage 
Agree 57 79 
Disagree 15 21 
Total 72 100 
 
Figure 4.8: Effects of Employee Loyalty on employee Efficiency 
 
According to the response on table 4.8 and figure 4.8, majority of respondents constituting 79% 
said there is affecting employee loyalty on employee efficiency while 21% of the respondents 
said there is no effects. Majority of the respondents led to interpretation that employee loyalty 
enhances employee efficiency, hence the need to provide attractive incentives for employee to 
find the reasons of being loyal to their organization. 
4.1.9 Effects of employee Loyalty on employee efficiency 
Table 4.9: Rating effects of employee loyalty to the level of employee efficiency 
Category Frequency Percentage 
High extent 29 40 
Average 22 30 
Low extent 12 16 
No contribution 9 14 
Total 72 100 
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Table 4.9: Rating effects of employee loyalty to the level of employee efficiency 
 
Table 4.9 and figure 4.9 indicated the rating based on the extent to which employee affected 
employee efficiency, from the ratings as indicated by the respondents, 40% of the respondents 
said employee efficiency loyalty affected employee efficiency to high extent, 30% of the 
respondents said it affected to an average extent, 16% said it affected to a low extent and 14% of 
the respondents said it employee loyalty has no effect to employee efficiency. Therefore this 
implies that the majority of respondents were for the opinion that employee loyalty affected 
efficiency to greatest extent. 
4.1.10 Employee Motivation 
Table 4.10: Effects of Commitment of Employee Efficiency 
Category Frequency Percentage 
Yes 68 95 
No 4 5 
Total 72 100 
 
Figure 4.10: Effects of Motivation to Employee Efficiency 
 
Table 4.10 and figure 4.10 indicated the effects of employee efficiency. Based on the findings 
presented in this study 95% of the respondents said there is effect of motivation on employee 
efficiency while 5% of the respondents said there is no effect of employee motivation on their 
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efficiency. The response obtained in this study implies that the level of employee motivation is 
reflected on their level efficiency. 
4.1.11 Effects of Employee Motivation 
Table 4.11: Effects of Employee Motivation 
Category Frequency Percentage 
Highly motivated 19 26 
Very motivated 38 53 
Less motivated 10 14 
Not motivated 5 7 
Total 72 100 
 
Figure 4.11: Effects of Employee Motivation 
 
 
Table 4.11 and figure 4.11 was based on the study indicating the level of employee motivation to 
this organization as the finding have indicated 26% of the respondents said they are highly 
motivated, 53% of the respondents said they are averagely motivated while 14% of the 
respondents said they are less motivated and 7% of the respondents said they are not motivated 
as the organizations strategies had a wide range of loop holes. The findings led to the 
interpretation based on the majority of the findings that employee in this organization are 
averagely motivated. Thus, the better in this organization takes the initiated to find out various 
issues that enhances highly level of employee motivation in an organization so that the 
organization may retain high efficiency of employees. 
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4.1.12 Effects of Employee Training on their Efficiency 
Table 4.12: Effects of Employee Training Efficiency 
Category Frequency Percentage 
Agree 62 86 
Disagree 10 14 
Total 72 100 
 
Figure 4.12: Effects of Employee Training Efficiency 
 
Table 4.12 and figure 4.12 indicated that 86% of the respondents expressed their opinion 
agreeing that training has effects on employee efficiency while 14% of them said training has no 
effects. The response shows that training has effects, thus, it is upon the management to continue 
to undertake full support in ensuring that staff receives the best training so that they improve 
their efficiency especially in Scan Group that requires excellence in delivery of medical service.  
4.1.13 Employee Training Rating 
Table 4.13: Effects of Employee Training Rating 
Category Frequency Percentage 
Excellent 40 56 
Good 17 23 
Fair 10 14 
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Poor 5 7 
Total 72 100 
 
Figure 4.13: Effects of Employee Training Rating 
 
 
Table 4.13 and figure 4.13 showing how they rated training of employee in the organization. 
Based on the analysis 56% of the total respondents rated employee training as excellent, 23% 
was good, 14% was fair while 7% was poor from the study it can be concluded that majority of 
the staff rated employee training as excellent. 
4.2 Limitation of the Study 
4.2.1 Respondents Perception 
The perception of the respondents was a major limitation since most of the respondents did not 
take the study seriously and gave misleading information which interfere with the data reliability 
and validity. To overcome this limitation the researcher tired to give the explanation of the 
reason as to why the study was being carried out and make them understand the benefit they 
were to get from the study. 
4.2.2 Uncooperative Respondents  
The study encounters a situation of uncooperative respondents who were reluctant to answer the 
questionnaires.  This contributed to biasness and gathering of unreliable data since most of these 
respondents answered the questionnaires based from their own opinions but not the real 
happenings. To mitigate this limitation the researchers went to seek assistance from the 
management of the organization so as to be assisted in data collection to ensure the collection of 
reliable data. 
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4.2.3 Confidentiality  
Confidentiality and sensitivity of the research study was a major limitation since many 
respondents withhold information due to high level of suspicions and loss of trust where they 
thought that the study aimed to use the findings against their job undertakings.  To overcome the 
limitation the researcher gave the introduction letter I wrote assuring them that the study was 
conducted only for academic purpose only  
4.3 Summary of the Data Analysis 
4.3.1 Employee Competence 
The finding indicated that the effects of competence on employee performance, it was 
established that 93% of the respondents said there is effects of employee competence on their 
efficiency. However, 27% of the respondents said there is no effects of competence on employee 
efficiency and the rating the effects of competence on employee efficiency 23% of the 
respondents rated high extent, 47% rated moderate extent, 30% rated low extent. In the study it 
was concluded that effects of employee non-financial rewards on employee efficiency is needed 
to ensure that the best “management practice” is observed for reasonably improved employee 
competence. 
4.3.2 Employee Motivation 
The presented findings indicated the effects of employee motivation on efficiency, according to 
the response 79% agreed that there is effects of employee motivation on employee efficiency 
while 21% of the respondents said there was no effects and the ratings on the effects of employee 
motivation efficiency, 40% of the respondents said it affected the employee efficiency to high 
extent, 30% of the respondent said it affected the employee motivation to an average extent, 16% 
said it affected to a low extent and 14% of the respondents said it employee motivation had no 
effects on employee efficiency. From the study it was concluded that once employees are 
motivated by their organization and they are able to undertake their duties responsibly thereby 
effecting to improved efficiency. 
4.3.3 Employee Loyalty 
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The finding indicated the level of employee loyalty on employee efficiency, the findings 
indicated that 95% of the respondents said that there are effects of loyalty on employee 
efficiency while 5% of the respondents said there is no effect of employee loyalty on their 
efficiency and the level of employee loyalty 26% of the respondents said that they are averagely 
loyal, 14% of the respondents said they are less loyal and 7% of the respondents said they are not 
loyal. From the study it was concluded that, it better to take the initiated to find out various 
issues that enhances high level of employee loyalty in an organization so that the organization 
may retain high efficiency of employees. 
4.3.4. Employee Training 
Majority of the respondents at 86% were of the opinion that training of employee had an effect 
on non-financial rewards of employee efficiency while other respondents at 14% stated that 
training of employee had no effect on employee efficiency. From the study it is concluded that 
the training of employee had influenced management of Scan Group that requires excellence in 
delivery of their services.  
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CHAPTER FIVE 
SUMMARY OF FINDINGS, CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
5.0 Introduction 
This section presents the findings, conclusions, recommendations and suggestions for further 
studies that were based on factors affecting employee’s efficiency. 
5.1 Summary of Findings 
5.1.1 What are the effects of employee competence to employee efficiency in private sector? 
Employee competence in organization determines the level of efficiency in their responsibilities. 
However, the findings were based on whether employee competence has effects on efficiency. A 
total of 93% respondents said competence has effects on employee efficiency where as 30% said 
competence does not affect employee efficiency. Based on the findings, it can be established that 
competence influences employee productivity, this organization should encourage effects of 
employee efficiency so that employee competence can be improved too. 
5.1.2. How does employee motivation affect employee efficiency in private sector? 
Employee motivation is an indication of the extent to which employee interest is cheered up to 
the organization they are working for. Based on the findings indicated a total of 79% said 
employee motivation has effects on employee efficiency, while 21% said employee motivation 
does not affect employee efficiency. The findings that are indicated in this study means that 
employee motivation has affected their efficiency. This organization has to adopt some approach 
that can woo employee towards developing motivation. 
5.1.3 To what extend does employee loyalty affect employee efficiency in private sectors? 
Majority of the respondents said loyalty has effects on efficiency. This was represented by 95% 
of the total respondents. However 5% said commitment has no effects no employee efficiency. 
This response led to the finding that once commitment to the organization and specifically to the 
job responsibilities has effects on the level of employee output. Therefore it means that highly 
committed personnel on their job have positive effects on their efficiency. 
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5.1.4 How does employee training affect employee efficiency in private sector? 
Majority of the respondents at 86% were of the opinion that employee training had an effect on 
their efficiency while 14% of the other respondents stated that employee training had no effect 
on their efficiency. From the study it was concluded that employee training had influence their 
efficiency in Scan Group. 
5.2 Conclusion 
It can be concluded from this research study that the organization’s core competencies help 
define and sustain your position and reputation in your organization. Measuring competency is 
critical for assessing any gaps that may exist between the current workforce and future needs. 
Course objectives should clearly state what behavior or skill will be changed as a result of the 
training and should relate to the mission and strategic plan of the company. Goals should include 
milestones to help take the employee from where he or she is today to where they firm wanted 
him or her in the future. Setting goals helps to evaluate the training programmes and also to 
motivate employees. Allowing employee to participate in setting goals increases the probability 
of success. 
The organization motivation determines employee efficiency which affects the determinant of 
the effort to achieve the set objectives. The organization respondents said that, the organization 
need to give the employees good motivation so as to be able to realize high returns.  
As people’s knowledge increase, they will be more sensitive to signs that might disturb their 
intellectual efficiency. Gradual learning of skills to control and to respond correctly to emotions, 
improves communication at workplace, increases productivity and decreases interpersonal 
problems. In general, in training, setting and effective emotional goal choosing a suitable 
strategy effectively and the adjustment of emotion is important for the organization training 
which is the increasing of employees knowledge and skills should done regularly to increase 
skills of employee hence achieving competency. 
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5.3 Recommendations 
5.3.1 Employee Competence 
It is necessary to improve employee levels of competence when notable output has to be 
achieved. However, it should be noted that when assigning responsibilities to the employees, the 
management should ensure that those responsibilities correlates to one’s capability the 
management should avoid various approaches which involve assigning an individual with 
responsibilities that are beyond one’s competence, because such approach negatively portray 
incompetence in employees. Instead, proper assessments and ratings should be undertaken first 
to ascertain ones level of competence before being assigned the job responsibilities. 
5.3.2 Employee Motivation 
This organization should show sincere commitment towards employee motivation and also 
develop complete interest to employee welfare. This should be shown by the steps this 
organization would take by supporting contribution of non-financial rewards. Contribution of 
non-financial rewards can take various forms such as the management of this organization taking 
responsibility of financing employee training in educational institutions, workshops or seminars 
such a management commitments can positively be replicated in the minds of the employees 
who therefore can see how the management is committed to their interest. It is through such 
aspect that employee motivation is improved. 
5.3.3 Employee Loyalty 
Employee loyalty to their job is crucial to the success of organizational goals. This organization 
should come up with various ways preferable attractive packages that can attract and retain 
employees will forward their immediate organization. It is necessary that despite employee 
showing loyalty to their organization the management should be forefront to show their 
commitment towards employees. 
5.3.4 Employee Training 
Training needs to be carried out often, both on-the-job and off-the-job training since it will 
improve values of individuals in terms of self development career growth and contributing to the 
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organization as a spearhead to their achievements. To increase productivity and update 
knowledge and skills of employee in organizations is a major objective in training. The staffs 
should be trained effectively in relation to the activist they carry daily. This will enhance better 
and successful functioning of the organization, since the employees will be finding the work 
easier to do. This will bring high employee efficiency due to the abundance of knowledge and 
skills acquired. 
5.4 Suggestion of Further Study 
According to the study conducted and tasks executed brilliantly, other researchers still have room 
to perfect and come up with more competent ideas through the reference of my project. 
Though study focused on factors affecting employee efficiency with specific objectives as 
employee commitment, employee loyalty, employee motivation and employee training, there are 
many factors left by this study such as government policy, organization culture, and organization 
structure among others. This study recommends future studies to focus on such variables.  
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Appendix 1 
Introduction Letter 
Edwin K. Kemboi, 
P.O Box. 5887, 
Eldoret. 
18th October 2017. 
Chief Executive Officer, 
Thro’ Human Resources Director, 
Scan Group Limited, 
Chancery Towers, 
Valley Road. 
 
Dear Sir/Madam, 
INTRODUCTION LETTER ON RESEARCH STUDY. 
 
I wish to write to you in reference to the above subject in regards to your organization. 
 
I am a student at The Management University of Africa undertaking a course in Bachelors of 
Management and Leadership, Business administration and Management option and as a 
requirement I am to do a research project as my coursework. I have chosen to do a study on the 
Factors Affecting Employee Efficiency in The Private Sector and would like to seek your 
permission to base my study in your organization and with the help of your employees, answer 
some questionnaires pertaining the same. 
My research is purely for academic purpose and will not be used for any other purpose. 
 
I look forward to your corporation and assistance in this process. 
 
Regards, 
 
Edwin K. Kemboi. 
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APPENDIX II: 
QUESTIONNAIRE 
 
The questionnaire aims of gathering views on factors contributing to employees’ efficiency of 
the private sector. Information obtained will be treated as confidential. (Tick where appropriate) 
 
SECTION A: BACKGROUND INFORMATION 
 
1. Gender  
Male              [    ] 
Female  [    ] 
 
2. Age bracket of the respondent 
18 - 26 years  [    ] 
27 - 40 years  [    ] 
41 - 50 years  [    ] 
51 and above  [    ] 
 
3. Indicate the highest level of education 
Primary                 [    ] 
Secondary          [    ] 
Tertiary college     [    ] 
University level     [    ] 
Others (specify) ………………… 
 
4. How long have you worked with  the Scan Group Limited? 
Less than 1 year   [    ] 
1 - 5 years    [    ] 
6 - 10 years               [    ] 
11 - 20 years               [    ] 
20 years and above   [    ] 
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SECTION A: EMPLOYEE COMPETENCE 
 
5. Does employee competence affect to employees’ efficiency in the private sector? 
Yes   [    ] 
No  [    ] 
 
Please explain 
………………………………………………………………………………………………………
………………………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………… 
 
6. To what extent do employee competences affect the employee efficiency in private sector? 
High extent       [    ] 
Moderate extent          [    ] 
Low extent              [    ] 
Please explain 
…........................................................................................................................................................
..............................………………………………………………………………………............ 
 
7. How should the management effectively use competence to enhance employee efficiency? 
Please explain 
………………………………………………………………………………………………………
………………………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………… 
 
SECTION C: EMPLOYEE LOYALTY 
 
8. Do you agree employee loyalty affect employee efficiency in private sector? 
Agree                      [    ] 
Disagree                  [    ]  
Please explain 
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………………………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………. 
 
 
9. To what extent does employee’s loyalty affect employee efficiency in the private sector?  
Great Extent   [    ] 
Moderate Extent [    ] 
Low Extent   [    ] 
Explain……………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………………. 
 
10. What should be done in your organization to enhance employee loyalty and have employee 
efficiency? Please explain 
………………………………………………………………………………………………………
………………………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………. 
 
SECTION D: MOTIVATION 
11.  Does motivation affect employee efficiency in private sector? 
Yes  
No  
Explain ……………………………………………………………………… 
 
12. How would you rate the effect of employee motivation to employee efficiency in private 
sector? 
Very high  
High  
Moderate  
 Low 
Please explain 
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………………………………………………………………………………………………………
………………………………………………………………………………………… 
 
13. How should the management increase employee motivation and realize employee efficiency 
in the process? Please explain 
………………………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………… 
 
SECTION E: TRAINING OF EMPLOYEE 
14. Does employee training affect employee efficiency in private sector? 
Yes   [    ] 
No  [    ] 
Please explain 
………………………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………. 
 
15. To what extent does employee training affect their efficiency of employee? 
High extent     [    ] 
Moderate extent [    ] 
Low extent     [    ] 
Please explain 
………………………………………………………………………………………………………
………………………………………………………………………………………… 
 
16. How can the management use employee training to realize employee efficiency in the private 
sector? Please explain 
………………………………………………………………………………………………………
………………………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………… 
 
THANK YOU FOR YOUR COOPERATION 
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